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•  Atomic Mass Data Centre + Nubase     https://www-nds.iaea.org/amdc/ 
•  ENSDF codes             https://www-nds.iaea.org/public/ensdf_pgm/ 
•  Nuclear Moments             https://www-nds.iaea.org/nuclearmoments/ 
•  Decay data portal https://www-nds.iaea.org/relnsd/vcharthtml/VChartHTML_libs.html 
•  Pocket Nuclear Database  https://www-nds.iaea.org/relnsd/pndb/pndb.html 

•  Livechart              https://www-nds.iaea.org/relnsd/vcharthtml/VChartHTML.html 

Query tool & Plot3D links are inside Livechart  

•  Isotope Browser for mobile devices   Google Play or App Store 

Links – quick reference  























Querytool exercises 

•  β decay 

1.  List nuclides having an evaluated β- decay branching 
ratio and display on nuclear chart 

2.  List nuclides that can theoretically β decay. Compare 
with results of 1. 

3.  Plot Qβ against Qβ- n for those nuclides with evaluated 
β- and β- n decay 

4.  Find β- decaying nuclides which have β transitions 
with 9 ≤	  log ft ≤ 10. Check ΔJ and Δπ values. 

 



Querytool exercises 
 

•  α decay 

5.  List nuclides with evaluated α decay and display on 
nuclear chart 

6.  List nuclides that can theoretically α decay and 
compare with 5. 

7.  Plot Qα vs A. Plot the same for even-even, even-
odd (odd-even), and odd-odd nuclei 

8.  Find α decaying nuclides with Hindrance Factor 
HF=1. Plot Qα vs A. Compare with plots from 7. 

 



Querytool exercises 

9.  Plot B(E2) strengths of transitions from first 
excited 2’+ states to the ground state vs A, then 
Z (for e-e, e-o/o-e,  
o-o nuclides). 

10. Plot dipole magnetic moments of e-e, e-o, o-o 
nuclei vs A and for Z = 19 isotopic chain vs A.  

11. Find nuclides which emit γ	  rays of energy 197 
keV through internal transitions and induced 
reactions. 



Querytool exercises 

12.  Plot Sn vs A for Led 

13.  Plot ground states T½ vs A, then Sn vs T½ 

14.  Plot A vs T½  for Z ≤	  100 levels decaying via   
β-‐	  n for which there is an evaluated n emission 

15.  Plot A vs δ	  for	  E2/M1 transitions from Jπ  2`+ to 
2+ for e-e nuclides having 60 ≤	  A	  ≤	  150.  

K.S. Krane, Phys.Rev. C 10 (1974) 1197 
  (Δ is a function of δ) 



•  16 Plot Z vs Atomic Mass for A = 212 
•  17 Plot Qβ versus QEC for the entire set 

Querytool exercises 



Pocket Nuclear Database 



Pocket Nuclear Database 



Pocket Nuclear Database 





210-At adopted dataset 214-Fr α 210-At decay dataset 



Thank you!	



